We introduce a novel region-based video compression framework based on morphology to e ciently capture motion correspondences between consecutive frames in an image sequence. Our coder is built on the observation that the motion eld associated with typical image sequences can be segmented into component motion sub eld \clusters" associated with distinct objects or regions in the scene, and further that these clusters can be e ciently captured using morphological operators in a \backward" framework that avoids the need to send region shape information. Region segmentation is performed directly on the motion eld by introducing a small \core" for each cluster that captures the essential features of the cluster and reliably represents its motion behavior. Cluster matching is used in lieu of the conventional block matching methods of standard video coders to de ne a cluster motion representation paradigm. Furthermore, a region-based pel-recursive approach is applied to nd the re nement motion eld for each cluster and the cluster motion prediction error image is coded by a novel adaptive scalar quantization method. Experimental results reveal a 10-20% reduction in prediction error energy and 1-3 dB gain in nal reconstructed PSNR over the standard MPEG-1 coder at typical bitrates of 500 kbits/sec to 1 Mb/sec on standard test sequences, while also requiring lower computational complexity.
residual. In order to limit the amount of motion information in the representation, a coarse motion eld is typically speci ed in the rst stage. For example, standard algorithms constrain motion elds to be piecewise-constant over blocks in a xed partition of the frame. Motion estimation is based on matching individual blocks with blocks within a certain neighborhood in the previous frame, with the displacement to the best matching block transmitted as the motion vector. This block matching algorithm (BMA) has the advantages of simplicity and regularity. However, the rigid block partition and the assumption of constant motion eld inside each block lead to the well-known blocky artifacts, since physical objects are of arbitrary shapes and may not be well aligned with block boundaries. In addition, BMAs are inherently computationally intensive, due to the fact that the set of pixels needing to be considered for motion search covers the entire image domain, while for most video sequences, especially those from many low bitrate video applications like video conferencing and video telephony, etc., motion is a partial frame phenomenon and can usually be well localized (barring the cases of camera zooming, panning, and global motion etc., which can be dealt with as a rst-stage global motion compensation operation.)
In order to overcome these two drawbacks of BMA, various modi cations have been proposed. These approaches either attempt to remove blocky artifacts at the cost of increased complexity 9] or to reduce computational complexity by sacri cing some estimation accuracy 8]. However, they rarely address both problems simultaneously. In this paper, we propose a novel low-complexity region-based video coder that is motivated at overcoming these drawbacks. Region-based coders have received considerable attention recently in the literature 10, 11, 12, 13] . Video frames are described in terms of a set of regions which are intuitively associated with physical objects in the scene, and the motion eld is estimated under the assumption that each region corresponds to a relatively homogeneous motion sub eld. Di erent region-based techniques di er from each other primarily in the way regions are segmented and the temporal consistency of the segmentation is maintained, as well as the way motion correspondences associated with each region are exploited. For instance, in 11], regions are de ned in the 2D spatial domain, and compensated through a separate motion estimation/compensation operation in the temporal direction. In 12, 13] , however, the whole video sequence is treated as a 3D signal and region segmentation and coding are carried out in the 3D domain by applying methodologies analogous to region-based still image coding 14]. Motion compensation is implicitly merged into the functionality of 3D region modeling and coding. 10, 16 ] take a compromise between the above two cases in that they again de ne regions in the spatial domain but the segmentation as well as intensity information are di erentially coded through motion compensation.
To summarize, there are two major commonalities among these region-based approaches. The rst is that the segmentation is based on intensity information, i.e. regions are de ned by studying such local intensity characteristics as variance, texture, contrast, size, etc, without referring to the underlying motion eld. This can be ine cient for video coding, where it is far more desirable for the segmentation to partition the motion eld and facilitate a more accurate motion estimation. Therefore it is more desirable to have a segmentation scheme that is directly targeted at the underlying motion eld, rather than the visually perceived 2D scene partition as indicated by each individual frame. Secondly, the segmentations are typically performed only at the encoder and need to be transmitted explicitly to the decoder. Various schemes such as chain codes and contour codes can be employed for region shape encoding, 3], 4], 16]. It is well-known that shape codes are generally very expensive. The overhead costs to transmit region shape information constitute a considerable portion of the total bitrate and often o set the bene ts of arbitrary region representation, compared to the standard block-based video coding paradigm. As a consequence, the coding e ciency of conventional region-based approaches remained moderate. Thus, due to their high complexity and their mediocre performance, region-based approaches have been unsuccessful for the most part in dislodging standard block based algorithms like MPEG.
In this paper, we di er signi cantly from conventional approaches by addressing region-based coding in a backward adaptive framework. This involves both encoder and decoder performing region-based (or more accurately, as we will see later, \cluster-based") motion segmentation. The chief advantage of this is that coding e ciency increases as the expensive shape-descriptor information (as captured with chain codes or contour codes in conventional frameworks) can be dispensed with. The chief disadvantage is that decoder complexity increases over conventional methods, although many current multimedia-driven applications support \symmetric-complexity" coding systems. The use of backward adaptation is motivated by the observation that low complexity coding frameworks cannot possibly remove all source redundancies. There is thus a considerable amount of relevant information present in the data already transmitted. Our proposed coder is motivated at exploiting this judiciously. Another disadvantage of backward techniques is their susceptibility to quantization noise (since processing is based on quantized data rather than the original data). In this paper, we tackle this problem by avoiding it, i.e. by considering medium to high bitrate applications (0.5-1 Mbits/sec) rather than very low bitrate applications (24-48 Kbits/sec). Thus, our proposed coder is really more suited for MPEG-1 (or MPEG-2) bitrates rather than for VLBR H.263-like bitrates.
Recently, Katsaggelos et al. ( 21, 22] ) presented a coding framework in which the idea of backward region segmentation was applied. As a consequence, the amount of segmentation side information was greatly reduced, compared to conventional region-based coders. Their coder performs a segmentation based on the spatial and temporal continuity of the motion eld associated with a given region, which was modeled as a 3D Gauss-Markov eld, with the model parameters transmitted as overhead information. This approach, however, requires the availability of a dense (pixelwise) motion eld, which leads to the disadvantages of high complexity and susceptibility to quantization noise.
Although also based on a backward adaptation framework, our work di ers from the work of 21, 22] in two signi cant regards. First, we are motivated by low-complexity considerations: our proposed coding scheme, as will be described later, is less complex than commercial methods like MPEG-1 despite our use of a region-based paradigm! Secondly, our coder is primarily targeted at moderate to high bitrates due to the potential performance degradation and instability of backward adaptation techniques in the presence of high quantization noise typical in low bitrate coding scenarios.
The low computational complexity associated with our coder can be primarily attributed to three distinguishing features: (i) a fast region segmentation algorithm that grows the regions iteratively by referring to the motion relationships between the previously decoded frames; (ii) a novel two-stage motion estimation approach in contrast to conventional one-stage block matching approaches as in MPEG: our proposed approach consists of a tandem operation of a rst-stage matching of a small region subset (or \core") in a relatively large search area, followed by a secondstage matching of a relatively large region in a relatively small spatial search area; and (iii) a novel residue coding stage that avoids any transforms and is composed of a single-pass regionbased pel-recursion approach, and a fast table-lookup based on-line Estimation-Quantization (EQ) coding. Our coder hence avoids the high computational complexity commonly required by most region-based techniques.
To summarize, compared with conventional video coders, our coding framework has the following salient features:
First, it is region-based, using a novel morphological data-structure to capture motion correspondences between objects in consecutive frames in the video sequence. Our proposed coding algorithm is built on the fact that motion discontinuities associated with typical motion of objects in a scene can be e ciently tracked with object boundaries, which can be detected with relative ease using morphological operations.
Secondly, while conventional region-based video coders have concentrated on data-structures for explicitly describing and transmitting these object shapes or region contours (e.g. using chain or contour codes, etc.), our coder is drastically di erent. It uses a \backward" region-based motion compensation technique which avoids the need to explicitly send region geometries. Motion \clusters" are de ned through morphological operations based on information available to both the encoder and decoder, and are carried out in a synchronous manner.
Thirdly, while conventional region-based approaches perform region segmentation based on pure intensity information, our coder performs a motion eld segmentation by rst growing a small \core" for each cluster that characterizes its essential features, estimating an initial motion vector for the \cluster core", and using this motion information to continue growing the whole cluster. In this process, our coder takes the opposite direction of most video coders in that it looks for the set of pixels or \clusters" that can be best compensated by a particular motion vector.
Fourthly, to further utilize the advantages o ered by the region-based motion eld representation, we propose a residue coding scheme that is well adapted to our region-based paradigm. In contrast to conventional transform-based intraframe coding approaches, our framework achieves low complexity by daring to go transformless. We seek to remove the remaining spatial redundancy by accurately modeling the probability distribution of the motion compensated error signal, and applying a spatial neighborhood prediction adapted to our region-based framework.
This combination of region-based motion representation where the region geometries are sent in a backward fashion using morphological clustering, and the strategy of adaptive region-based residue quantization, leads to a novel, low complexity, and e cient video coding framework. Experimental results reveal a 1-3 dB gain in coded Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) using our proposed algorithm over standard block motion compensation methods like MPEG-1 while also requiring lower computational complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We begin by presenting a brief overview of the proposed coding system in Section 2. In Section 3, we then describe in detail the cluster growing algorithm using morphological operations. Section 4 is about cluster matching. In Section 5, the approaches of cluster pruning and merging in rate-distortion sense are described . Section 6 addresses the mechanism of cluster propagation and modi cation across frames, which is responsible for maintaining temporal segmentation consistency. Section 7 describes the region-based pel-recursive approach and adaptive quantization scheme to code the residue signal. Simulation examples on standard test video sequences are presented in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 discusses the issues pertaining to computational complexity and some conclusions are made in Section 10.
Morphological representation of motion
This section brie y introduces the concept of using morphological dilation 5, 6, 7] , to do region based motion compensation. The basic idea is simple and is based on the fact that motion correspondences (barring occlusions and covered regions which are rare events and have to be dealt with as special cases) between frame n ? 2 and n ? 1 characterize, to a su ciently accurate degree, correspondences between frames n ? 1 and n also. This fact can be exploited in formulating a backward region-based representation framework.
As a rst step, a coarse but reliable estimate of high-motion regions in the scene is obtained by 
A \seed" for morphological region-growing is then placed at the maximum energy coe cient of I D (s).
Starting from this seed, a cluster is de ned by performing morphological dilation iteratively.
Recall that the dilation of set A by set B results in an augmentation of set A to include elements near its periphery, speci cally elements that are within a \morphological distance B" of the elements in A:
A Figure 2 shows an illustration of the dilation operation.
In our approach, the set A is the current cluster at each iteration, which includes only a single pixel, i.e. the seed, at the beginning. The set B is a small expansion set we chose for region growing. The size and orientation of B should generally be determined by the smoothness of the motion eld under segmentation. Intuitively, the smoother the motion eld, the bigger the expansion set and the faster our iterative region growing process terminates. However, our experiments reveal that for typical video sequences, the nal segmentation achieved, as well as the performance of region-based motion compensation, is quite insensitive to di erent choices of B. In practice, we xed our choice of B to be a four pixel set corresponding to the rst-order neighborhood of the current pixel.
Using the dilation operation, the cluster grows by picking up at each iteration i the subset of pixels in the expanded region that satisfy an appropriate criterion. Here, let Q i denote the set of pixels that have already been identi ed as belonging to this cluster. Then the the expanded region R i+1 of the next iteration i + 1 is de ned as:
The entire growing process is separated into two \phases", as illustrated in Figure 3 . They are both performed in I n?1 and di er from each other by the criterion used in determining the subset in R i+1 to be included into the cluster. The motivation for this separation is to obtain an e cient segmentation of the motion eld without directly computing the pixelwise motion vectors. Instead, we seek to rst nd a close estimate of the motion vector of the entire cluster and then use this motion vector to guide the morphological growing by properly incorporating it into the growing criterion. To this end, we introduce the notion of the cluster \core", which is a small \kernel" of the cluster that captures its essential features, and is used to nd its motion estimate.
Phase 1 of cluster growing : the cluster \core"
In the rst phase of cluster growing, a small \core" cluster C 0 is obtained by choosing in each iteration the pixel in R i+1 having the maximum Frame Di erence energy. The new pixel s i+1 is given by:
The application of each dilation operation thus introduces a single new pixel into the cluster. In succeeding dilation iterations, the cluster grows larger and larger. The rst phase of cluster-growing is terminated when the total pixel count for this cluster exceeds a threshold count N c associated with the size of C 0 . The choice of N c is an important consideration in that it should be large enough to ensure a reliable estimate of the cluster motion, as will be explained later.
\Core" matching
Intuitively, the cluster \core" C 0 thus obtained captures the key features of the matching template cluster C and can be used to a good accuracy to obtain an approximation v 0 of the motion vector There are two observations to account for this de nition. Firstly, the scenario here in our case is di erent from that in conventional motion estimation. While the latter involves nding the best motion vector for a given set of pixels, our framework takes the opposite direction of nding the best set of pixels to be assigned to a given motion vector. The pixelwise operation dictates the incorporation of local intensity eld characteristics into the performance criterion, since the same amount of error in the motion vector v 0 could lead to a larger MSE in a textured area than it could in a smooth area. Secondly, while people generally use the magnitudes of spatial gradients as the smoothness measure, we here take the alternative of using I D (s), which is approximately linearly related to gradients, to avoid the need of directly computing spatial gradients, which is known to be highly susceptible to quantization noise, especially in a backward framework.
Using the above criterion, the cluster is updated as, C i+1 = C i fs 2 R i+1 ; s.t. r(s; v 0 ) < Tg (7) In which T is a threshold used to judge the \eligibility" of each candidate pixel to be included as a new member of the current cluster.
The growing process stops when the cluster is not updated in succeeding iterations, i.e. when the incremental subset in (7) is empty.
We now discuss the choices of the two parameters N c , T. As mentioned earlier, N c determines the size of the cluster core C 0 , and therefore the reliability of the motion vector v 0 . The larger the value of N c , the more likely it is to yield a reliable motion vector v 0 , but the more the computational complexity needed, which is not desirable for practical coding considerations. In our coder, we found N c by training the rst few frames of the sequence. As each cluster starts from size zero and grows by one pixel at a time, we perform the matching from I n?1 to I n?2 described by equation (5) once. Let us denote by v k 0 the motion vector thus obtained in iteration k. N C is de ned as the smallest number so that the sequence of motion vectors (v k 0 ) k=0;1 becomes substantially stable. In the various cases we have investigated, we nd that N c is quite robust and cluster-independent, achieving a value of 50 60 for most clusters.
As a further veri cation of the validity of the cluster \core", we conducted several experiments in which after the growing was completed, the whole cluster was again matched back to frame n?2 and the motion vector thus obtained, denoted v 0 0 ,
was compared with v 0 . Figure 4 shows the statistics on 10 frames of the Football sequence, from which we can see that when the \core" size is chosen as 60, the mean squared estimation error on v 0 , is only 0.0545, which certainly demonstrates the validity of C 0 . The value of T can be seen to directly in uence the size or connectivity of C, and therefore the number of total clusters that result. In our coder, we bias the choice of T to be low enough to result in large number of clusters, which can be merged and pruned e ciently using rate-distortion criterion, as described in Section 4.
The same cluster growing process as described above is repeated to de ne multiple clusters, by considering the set of all pixels not assigned to previous clusters. Note here that the entire segmentation process is backward and can be repeated at the decoder, therefore no segmentation information needs to be transmitted.
Cluster matching
Having described how clusters are de ned in the previous frame I n?1 . We now address the issue of how to use this clustering information to do e ective motion compensation. In our approach, cluster matching is used in lieu of the traditional block matching in most video standards. Moreover, instead of matching from I n to I n?1 as is conventionally done, we take the opposite approach, as needed by our backward framework, to nd for each cluster in I n?1 , the best match in I n . The backward nature of our framework dictates the use of matching criteria that are di erent from those used by conventional forward matching approaches. In particular, instead of minimizing the average Displaced Frame Di erence (DFD) energy associated with candidate match locations, we use a \maximum net matching gain" criterion for our matching operation. Speci cally, the motion vector v for a cluster C is determined as:
Here the rst term in the bracket is the error resulting from direct replenishment (i.e. assuming zero motion), while the second term is the error associated with a motion prediction using the current candidate motion vector choice v. The di erence between these two terms represents the net \goodness" one can achieve by motion compensating pixels C in I n (s) with motion vector v versus the alternative of replenishing them directly from I n?1 (s) assuming zero motion. Note that the latter is the default choice in our system. By maximizing their di erence we directly address the nal optimization goal, whereas minimizing the second term only is suboptimal, as veri ed experimentally. 4 Cluster merging and pruning in rate-distortion sense We now address the issue of how many clusters to choose and how to optimize this choice. If the performance criterion T (see equation 7) is chosen su ciently low, the clusters identi ed as described above would be very small and there would be a large number of them. Typically their distribution is well aligned with motion boundaries, but it is possible for the same physical object to be represented by multiple clusters (for example, moving textured regions can result in more Frame Di erence energy than that indicated by the motion, and will result in multiple clusters having similar motions). This could result in ine cient motion eld representation, motivating the need for cluster merging and pruning techniques.
Recall that the appropriate compression cost function is a Lagrangian one trading o the rate R for distortion D at a quality factor given by the Lagrangian multiplier 24]. i.e.
J( ) = D + R
In order to decouple the e ects of motion compensation and residual intensity coding, we rst address the former problem, and use the motion compensated residual energy DFD as the distortion metric, and the rst-order entropy of the motion vector eld as the rate metric.
In the framework, we propose to subject our merging and pruning operations to an optimization with respect to this Lagrangian cost function.
Cluster merging
As mentioned earlier, it is possible to have multiple clusters associated with the same \physical" object. It is therefore desirable to have a way of merging clusters into a composite cluster and sending a single motion vector for the aggregate cluster. This is done iteratively by merging one pair of clusters at a time. Straightforwardly, in each iteration, the set of all the current clusters should be examined and the pair that yields the maximum Lagrangian reduction is to be merged.
However, this scheme would lead to O(m 2 ) complexity for each merging operation, where m is the total number of clusters. In order to keep complexity low, a simple and e cient approach is adopted for cluster merging, as described here. 
in which l(v) stands for the bits to code motion vector v. The rst term in D i is the original frame di erence energy associated with C i , the second term is the motion compensated di erence energy of C i . By taking their di erence we obtain a D i that represents the reduction in distortion one could achieve by motion compensating C i by v i . Now, we de ne the distance between two clusters the Euclidean distance between their respective seeds. We start the merging operations by searching in a local neighborhood of each cluster for a candidate cluster with which it can be merged. Our candidate cluster is the one closest in distance. Assume that C i and C j have been designated to be the candidates for merging by the above criterion, and that D i , D j and R i , R j are the rates and distortions associated with their optimal motion compensation choices, as described in equation (9) . We now consider the alternative cost of combining these two clusters, i.e. we de ne the aggregated cluster C a ij = C i C j , and search for the optimal motion compensation for C a ij , denoting the resulting rate and distortion Starting from the rst cluster, we iteratively perform the above merging operations. After each merging decision, the current cluster C i is updated by the aggregate cluster C a ij and C j is deleted from the list. When the entire set of clusters has been scanned, one can repeat the process on the updated clusters until no merging decisions are made.
Cluster pruning
The pruning action is done right after the cluster merging. Its purpose is to remove the less important clusters using a rate-distortion criterion. We choose to arrange it after the merging process because of the fact that most less \pro table" (in the R-D sense) clusters are associated with multiple representations of the same physical objects and can be e ciently detected and merged, rather than being pruned, which causes insu cient motion compensation for those objects. The remaining set of these less \pro table" clusters can come from various sources, of which a typical situation is the covering of objects in the previous frame. Object covering results in some clusters not being properly matched to any part of the current frame. It is therefore desirable to remove these clusters from the current cluster list. Speci cally, for each cluster C i in the current list, the ratio between the reduction in distortion and the expense of rate associated with this cluster is calculated and the pruning decision is made under the condition that this ratio is smaller than the quality factor . i.e., D i R i < Straightforwardly, one can send 1 bit/cluster to designate the pruning/nonpruning action. However, we propose an alternative approach to reduce the amount of side information needed. The approach is based on the observation that since we perform cluster growing from seeds having a high to low Frame Di erence energy values order, the clusters thus obtained are naturally ordered in decreasing importance. Therefore the higher the order of the cluster, the more likely it is to be retained. We thus propose to send two thresholds, N l and N h , 0 N l N h N, where N is the total number of clusters, with the encoder and decoder agreeing that all C i with 0 N l are defaulted to be retained, all C i with N h i N are defaulted to be pruned, with side information needing to be sent only for those C i with N l i N h .
There naturally arises the questions of optimizing N l and N h , Obviously, N l has to be at least as large as the order of the rst cluster designated to be pruned, N h has to be at least as small as the order of the last cluster designated to be kept. As N l increases or N h decreases, one saves bits, but su ers from the misrepresentation of the pruning/nonpruning decisions. The optimal thresholds can therefore be derived in R-D sense. We omit the details here, and refer the interested readers to 20], where a similar optimization of two thresholds N l , N h is performed successfully in the context of wavelet based image coding.
At the completion of the cluster merging and pruning stages, both the encoder and the decoder now have a reconstruction in I n of all the clusters previously de ned in I n?1 , which essentially captures all the signi cant motion areas in the scene. Both the encoder and the decoder then agree to directly copy fromĨ n?1 the remaining areas not assigned to any cluster. Figure 5 shows a typical example of our cluster reconstruction process in I n .
Some special cases desire consideration here. In the cases of object uncovering or new objects entering the scene, direct replenishment from the previous frame may result in more DFD energy than that from the alternative of turning o motion prediction and treating the corresponding areas as fresh information. Traditional video coding standards accommodate these cases by allowing an INTRA/INTER coding mode option for each individual block. In our region-based framework, coding these uncovered regions requires more involvement and is our ongoing research. One possible solution is to adopt conventional region-based coders such as shape codes or contour codes, etc, to explicitly send the locations and shapes of these regions. Another alternative is to resort partially to the block-based approach, in that one rst nds a rectangle tiling of these regions, and then sends the shapes and sizes of these rectangles. Either approach would result in a hybrid prediction framework. However, it should be pointed out, that in our coder, even if a new object fails to be detected, the loss of coding e ciency is con ned locally to a single frame (The current frame). From the next frame on our coder is intelligent enough to catch up the new segmentation information through the cluster propagation and modi cation strategy, as described in the next section. Therefore, the necessity of expensive forward shape coding techniques become less justi ed.
Cluster propagation and modi cation
The segmentation algorithm as described in Section 2 is performed once for each group of pictures on the rst P-frame of the GOP. Once a segmentation is obtained, it should be reasonably stable over a certain period of time under the assumption that scene changes and new object appearing are rare cases during the short time period corresponding to a GOP. This assumption is especially true for many low bitrate video applications, for which simple \head and shoulder" sequences are typical. (In the few cases where this assumption is violated, extra overhead information can be sent to regulate the GOP size and insert I-frames at appropriate temporal points.) Based on this fact, we therefore choose for succeeding P-frames, a region partition algorithm that takes the region segmentation obtained from the rst P-frame as an initial condition and applies some modi cation to account for possible small shape variations across frames (Fig. 6 ). This is done in four steps, as listed below. Each cluster is then further dilated through a similar process as in phase 2 of Section 2. The di erence here is that instead of starting from a cluster \core" obtained by phase 1 of cluster growing (see Section 2), we now start directly from the replica cluster. In addition, here we use the forward motion vector v for the previous frame I n?1 as the selecting motion vector applied on the set of pixels in the expanded region.
New clusters: To accommodate the possibility of new objects appearing in I n , we iterate the same cluster growing process described in Section 2 on the set of pixels in I n not assigned to any cluster in the rst three steps. In other words, a \core" is still constructed based on the frame di erence energy, and a backward motion vector v 0 is estimated for the \core". This v 0 is later used for selecting pixels at each iteration of the dilation operation based on how good it compensates each pixel. The process terminates until the maximum frame di erence energy goes below a certain value, or a prede ned number of clusters is reached.
Finally, the updated cluster partition in I n is again merged and pruned, as described in Section 4.
Residue coding
This section addresses the problem of coding the motion compensated residue signal. As will be presented shortly, typically the energy of the motion compensated DFD signal in our coder is much lower than that from standard block motion estimation algorithms, which is a direct consequence of the advantage of arbitrary region partition over the rigid block partition. If we directly code the resulting residue frame using the blockwise transform & quantization algorithm as is done in most video coding standards, the overall coder thus formed can achieve some moderate gain in coding performance over the original standard (see Section 7), due to the reduction of DFD as the input to the residue coding stage. However, this is a conservative result since coding e ciency could potentially be improved by taking advantage of the available region segmentation information and designing a speci c residue coding scheme that is better suited to the region-based data structure. In our coder, we apply a region-based pel-recursive algorithm in which, a re nement motion vector for each pixel in the cluster is estimated. Here the set of pixels in a causal neighborhood de ned by the cluster growing scan path are used as the prediction pixels, and their pel-recursive equations 25] are solved to yield a re nement motion vector for the current pixel. As shown in Figure Here G(s) is the spatial derivative in frameĨ n?1 at a pixel s. Note also that for this process to be repeatable at the decoder, we use the reconstructed pixel intensitiesĨ n (s) for the points b, c, d, e, f, instead of the original image intensity I n (s). The estimation of spatial gradients G(s) = (G x (s); G y (s)) is crucial to the performance of the approach. Typically, the presence of high frequency noise common in most video sequences is detrimental to the accurate estimation of G(s) (See 26] ). In our framework, because the quantized original images are used, there is another source of degradation due to quantization noise. For this reason, we apply a low-pass ltering in the estimation loop. Speci cally, G x (i; j), G y (i; j) for Ĩ n?1 (i; j) are evaluated by convolvingĨ n?1 (i; j) with two lters F x (i; j), F y (i; j) respectively. G x (i; j) =Ĩ n?1 (i; j) F x (i; j) G y (i; j) =Ĩ n?1 (i; j) F y (i; j) (12) in which F x , F y are 3x3 2D lters centered at (0; 0) and de ned as: 
This pel-recursive approach remedies some of the de ciencies in the assumption of piecewise constant motion eld imposed by most video standards and conventional region-based coders. It employs a dense (pixelwise) motion re nement eld model based on the piecewise motion eld model rendered by the region-based data structure. The increased exibility in the motion representation makes it possible to capture small nonlinear motion phenomena such as human facial expressions common for low bitrate video conferencing sequences. (14) is quantized and entropy coded. Note that because the above pel-recursive approach makes use of the reconstructed pixel intensity values in the causal spatial neighborhood of each pixel s, conventional block-based transform quantization can not be applied here, due to the well-known chickenand-egg problem. In addition, if the motion prediction is su ciently accurate, the resulting prediction error signal should already be fairly decorrelated spatially, obviating the need for transform coding. For this reason we choose to use a simple adaptive scalar quantization approach. Specically, we model individual DFD pixel intensities as being drawn from an independent Generalized Gaussian Distribution(GGD) eld of zero mean and unknown (slowly) spatially-varying variances. Based on this model, we develop a powerful Estimation-Quantization (EQ) framework that consists of: (i) rst nding the Maximum-likelihood (ML) estimate of the individual spatially-varying DFD coe cient variances based on causal and quantized spatial neighborhood contexts; and (ii) then applying an o -line Rate-Distortion optimized quantization/entropy coding strategy, implemented as a fast lookup table, that is optimally matched to the derived variance estimates. In order to overcome the susceptibility of a pure backward-adaptive estimation to unreliable causal contexts, we adopt a backward-forward mixture modeling strategy, in which the entire set of DFD coecients is dynamically partitioned into \predictable" and \unpredictable" subsets, respectively from their quantized causal neighborhood. The statistical parameters (GGD shape and variance) of the \unpredictable" set, obtained through a R-D based simple thresholding operation, are transmitted as the parametric side information for use in the forward adaptation mode. The coder switches intelligently from backward mode to forward mode based on cues derived from causal data signaling fragility in backward-adaptation. Interested readers are referred to 19] for more details.
Experimental results
The complete coder described above was implemented in software and tested against standard video testing sequences. Three sequences, Football, Salesman, and Miss America were used for the experiments, and were coded at bitrates of 1, 0.5, 0.5, Mb/s, respectively. Comparisons were made with the MPEG-1 coder on both the motion compensated DFD energy and the nal reconstruction Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) at xed coding bitrates. In order to further investigate the di erence in coding e ciency resulting from the option of whether or not to use the cluster propagation and modi cation scheme described in Section 5, we implemented, for the results shown in Figure 9 , 10, 11 two variations of our region-based algorithm, which will be denoted from now on Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively. Algorithm 1 performs a separate region segmentation for each P-frame (except for the rst P-frame in each GOP which is coded as in the standard), while Algorithm 2 trades o segmentation accuracy for computational complexity by applying the cluster propagation & modi cation approaches to form the region segmentation for each current P-frame based on that of the previous P-frame. Figure 9 shows the performance of our region-based motion compensation approach on 40 frames of Football sequence, in which the motion compensated DFD energy is plotted versus frame number. The solid line is the result from MPEG-1, and the dotted and dashed lines are those from our approach, corresponding to Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively. As can be seen, about 10-20% reduction in prediction error energy can be achieved over the standard, and the di erence between Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 is generally within 5%. Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the nal coded PSNR versus frame number. In Figure 10 , we experimented with a P-frame-only setting, i.e., the whole sequence of 40 frames is treated as a GOP and, except for the rst frame which is coded as an I-frame, ( for which a wavelet intraframe coder as described in 19] is used. ) all other frames are coded as P-frames, while in Figure 11 , we experimented with a xed GOP size of 10. Table 1 and Table 2 list the average PSNR values corresponding to each curve in Figure 10 and 11, respectively. It can be seen that an average of 1-3 dB improvement in coded PSNR can be achieved, with the di erences between Algorithm 1 and 2 being less than 0.5 dB, which seems to be small enough to justify the feasibility of Algorithm 2, given the great computational savings it achieves over Algorithm 1.
Another experiment was carried out on the Football sequence to examine the e ciency of our region-based residue coding algorithm, which is described in Section 6. Here two coding results are compared (Fig. 12) , one is from Algorithm 2 with a GOP size of 10 (i.e., the dotted curve in Fig. 11 ), while the other is from a coding algorithm that implements a combination of our region-based motion compensation and standard DCT residue coding. This experiment shows that our residue coding yielded a 0.56dB gain comparing with standard DCT-based approach, while also not requiring a transform.
MPEG Figure 11 , for which a GOP size of 10 is used in the coding.
While the proposed region-based coder achieves improvement at moderate to high bitrates over traditional block-based coding techniques. Attempts at applying it to Very Low Bitrate (VLBR) coding revealed degradation in coding performance, which can be mainly attributed to the backward nature of the segmentation process. At low bitrates, coarse quantization of the previous frame could potentially lead to large quantization noise entering the region growing criterion (equation 6) and causing erroneous growing decisions. The subset of erroneous pixels included into the cluster keep regenerating themselves through the iterative dilation process, resulting in a chain e ect. To x this problem, various techniques are being investigated, which involve sending extra intelligence at some critical points of the region growing process to ensure proper behavior of the growing. The current status of the coder, however, is mainly targeted at high bitrate applications.
Computational complexity
In this section we analyze brie y the computational complexity of the proposed coding framework. Compared with block matching algorithms for motion estimation, our approach achieves computation savings by estimating motion vectors only for the set of pixels corresponding to moving regions indicated by previous decoded information. Experimental statistics revealed that for moderate to high motion sequences such as \Football" and \Table Tennis", the number of pixels covered by motion clusters consist typically 10-15% of the total frame size. For simple \head and shoulder" sequences like Miss America and Salesman, the number is below 5%. While most BMA's also employ various fast algorithms to detect the existence of motion a priori using thresholding ideas, and achieve a similar reduction in the size of the set of pixels considered for motion matching, our coder is capable of making a more e cient tradeo between complexity and motion accuracy, by releasing the rigid block constraint in detecting possible moving regions. Another savings comes from the fact that the backward motion vector v 0 associated with the cluster \core", which can be estimated with relative ease due to the small size of the \core", usually can be a good approximation to the forward motion vector v. Therefore one is motivated to use a predictive motion estimation approach for v, in which v 0 is used as a prediction and only a small di erential vector is estimated.
While the proposed framework saves complexity in motion estimation, it also requires an increase in complexity for the morphological cluster growing process. This increase, however, is not as much as it may appear. The primary reason is that the dilating process is not cumulative in terms of complexity, in the sense that at each iteration, the set of pixels dilated in the previous iteration no longer needs to be dilated, since all the pixels in its expanded region are already examined for possible inclusion into the cluster. Therefore only a certain periphery corresponding to the newest members of the cluster needs to be considered for dilation.
Our coder also accomplishes low complexity in residue coding. The region-based pel-recursive process involves solving a least-squares pel-recursive linear system for each pixel. This can be implemented very quickly, taking advantage of the fact that the region-based causal neighborhood of adjacent pixels are greatly overlapped. A fast algorithm based on LU decomposition for matrix inversion is thus designed to recursively solve the least-squares problem 23]. In contrast to conventional pel-recursive approaches, our coder involves only a single pass process, i.e., it uses no successive approximation. The nal stage of the coder, namely, the adaptive quantization stage, is best renowned for its fast speed. No orthogonal transform is involved. The encoder is implemented as a two-pass pixelwise scanning. In the rst pass, the model parameters associated with the un-predictable set are estimated through a simple R-D thresholding operation, and are transmitted to the decoder. The second pass then does the actual coding, which involves only a simple table lookup operation for quantizing each pixel, with either the variance parameter estimated from its causal spatial neighborhood (for the predictable part) or that transmitted in the rst pass (for the unpredictable part) used as the index into the table. The savings in complexity comes primarily from the fact that the R-D optimized quantizers are designed o -line and no iterative optimization is performed in the coding time.
The overall coder is thus a very e cient and fast one. While the current implementation of the coder is not optimized in speed as per professional programmer, we still observed signi cant speedup over the MPEG-1 coder. When the coder is implemented with Algorithm 1, in which a separate cluster segmentation is done for each P-frame, it achieves about the same speed as MPEG-1. When Algorithm 2 is implemented, which involves a marginal degradation in coding e ciency by attempting to accelerate the computation through the cluster propagation and modi cation strategy across successive P-frames, our coder is considerably faster. The improvement in speed varies with the complexity of the input sequence, and ranges from about 15% for Football to 40% for Miss America.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have introduced a region-based video compression framework that uses morphological operation to e ciently capture motion correspondences between consecutive frames in an image sequence. Our coder is built on the observation that the motion eld can be segmented into component motion sub eld \clusters" associated with distinct regions. Further, these clusters can be e ciently captured using morphological operations in a \backward" framework that avoids the need to explicitly specify object boundaries. Region segmentation is performed directly on the motion eld by introducing a small \core" for each cluster that characterizes the essential features of the cluster and reliably represents its motion behavior. A motion vector estimated from the cluster \core" is then used to guide the cluster growing. Cluster matching is used in place of block matching to de ne the cluster motion representation paradigm. The clusters thus obtained are then merged and pruned by a R-D criterion, and are propagated and modi ed across frames to take advantage of the temporal consistency of object shapes. Furthermore, a region-based pel-recursive approach is presented to nd a re nement motion vector for each cluster and the cluster motion prediction error signal is coded by a novel adaptive scalar quantization method. Experimental coding results reveal performance gains in both motion compensated prediction error energy and nal residue-coded PSNR using our proposed algorithm on standard video test sequences over the MPEG-1 standard, while also requiring less computational complexity. Susceptibility to quantization noise as a result of the backward nature of our motion compensation framework can possibly cause loss of performance. We propose to attack this problem as our future research, by considering a combination of forward motion compensation and morphological motion eld segmentation, and addresssing the issues related to occlusion, uncovering and global motion. respectively. The associated mean squared variance were calculated to be 0.531, 0.132, and 0.0545 respectively. Note that a half-pel search was performed and the statistics was generated for both x and y components. The set of pixels used for estimating a motion re nement of pixel a 2 C when a 7x7 window is used. Here both the black and gray dots stand for pixels belonging to C, while black dots represent the pixels that have been identi ed to be included in C earlier than a in the cluster growing process de ned in Section 3. Figure 12 : A comparison between the performance of our region-based transformless residue coding algorithm and that of standard DCT residue coding. Here the nal coded PSNR values for Football sequence at 1Mb/s are plotted against frame number. The solid line stands for the performance of Algorithm 2 with a GOP size of 10, while the dotted line represents that of an algorithm that combines our region-based motion compensation and standard DCT residue coding. In other words, the algorithms that generate the two curves are identical in the region-based motion estimation & compensation part, but di er in the residue coding part.
